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Türk vatandaşlığının evlenme yolu ile kazanılmasını düzenleyen Türk
I. INTRODUCTION
The Turkish Nationality Act 1964 No. 403 ' is the latest statute governing acquisition", loss and proof 4 of Turkish nationality/ 1 The acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage is one of the two types of derivative acquisition of Turkish nationality by operation of law. Following the amendment made in the Turkish Nationality Act in June 2003, the acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage has been considerably changed 6 . The amendment can be considered as a product of the efforts to comply with the contemporary international line of the Law of Nationality. In fact, it was stated in the explanation of the amendment that the changes were made with a view to bringing Turkish Nationality Law into line with the Council of Europe The aim of the legislature in respect to the original form of TVK Article 5 was to avoid statelessness and to follow the principle of unity of nationality in the family. 10 With this aim the alien woman, with or without a nationality, was able to acquire Turkish nationality by way of marriage. The acquisition of Turkish nationality was automatic for a stateless woman and for the alien woman who lost her foreign nationality upon marrying a Turkish man whereas an alien woman with a nationality was obliged to express her intent in writing to acquire Turkish nationality.
To evade the legal restrictions as to the status of aliens in Turkey, individuals abused TVK Article 5, in particular, to enable alien women engage in work." Hence, the legislature considered it necessary to amend TVK Article 5 together with other provisions of the Turkish Nationality Act. This article will examine the latest status of the alien spouse in regard to the principles and requirements of the acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage and the effects of this acquisition. İstanbul, 1999, pp. 733-743, at p. 739; NOMER, 2003,p.62 .
" On misuse of nationality laws see Andrew WALMSLEY, "Misuse of Nationality Laws", Report Presented to the l sl European Conference on Nationality, Trends and Developments in National and International Law on Nationality (Strasbourg, October 18-19, 1999) 
I. THE FEATURES OF TVK ARTICLE 5
A. Non-Discrimination in Respect to Gender
Before the June 2003 amendment, the Turkish Nationality Act 1964 discriminated in favour of the alien wife of a Turkish man in terms of the acquisition of Turkish nationality through marriage by operation of law.
12 Since the term employed in TVK Article 5 has been changed from "alien woman" to "alien", the amendment has extended the application of TVK Article 5 to the alien husband of a Turkish woman. The alien husband of a Turkish woman also became eligible for the acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage. Thus, TVK Article 5 is in accord with Article 5(1) of the Convention on Nationality by stating, "the rules of a State Party on nationality shall not contain distinctions or include any practice which amount to discrimination on the grounds of sex, religion, race, colour or national or ethnic origin."
13
B. Partial Avoidance of Distinctions in Respect to Categories of Aliens
Although it cannot be called discrimination, in the sense of the Article 5(1) of the Convention, the former Article 5 made a distinction between alien wives in respect of the procedure of acquisition. The alien wife was eligible for automatic acquisition if she was stateless 14 or if her national law caused her to lose previous nationality upon the marriage with an alien (a Turkish man). The alien wife with a nationality, however, was not eligible for automatic acquisition and she had to express her intent within a certain time and in a specific manner' 5 in order to acquire Turkish nationality. The amendment has partly ceased to draw distinctions between alien categories. To this effect, the stateless spouse is equated to the alien spouse with a nationality. Nevertheless, there is an exception in TVK Article 5(2) in favour of the alien spouse whose national law caused that spouse to lose the previous nationality upon the marriage with a Turkish national. This latter group is entitled to automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality.
C. Avoidance of Automatic Acquisition by way of Marriage
Principle
It was generally accepted in Turkish Nationality Law that marriage, in principle, does not have any effect on Turkish nationality. This unwritten principle covered both acquisition and loss of Turkish nationality irrespective of the gender of the parties. Two exceptions, however, were provided in favour of the wife. TVK Article 5 was the exception with regards to regards the acquisition of the alien wife of a Turkish husband, and TVK Article 19, which is still in force, relates to the loss of Turkish nationality in connection to the Turkish wife of an alien husband with a nationality.
The unwritten general "no effect" principle of Turkish Nationality Law has now been put aside in respect to the acquisition of Turkish nationality. It is replaced by a specific rule inserted in the body text of TVK Article 5(1) that expressly avoids, in principle, the automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage. Thus, Turkish Nationality Law has reached a statutory principle that marriage does not automatically affect the acquisition of Turkish nationality. 16 It may be worth mentioning that the new principle is also in compliance with the Convention on Nationality. In fact, Article 4(d) of the Convention states that neither marriage nor the dissolution of a marriage between a national of a State Party and an alien (...) shall automatically affect the nationality of the other spouse.
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Nevertheless, as mentioned above, TVK Article 5(2) brings an exception to the new principle. It states that if the national law of the alien wife or the alien husband causes that alien spouse to lose nationality by way of marriage with a 16 Art 5(1), first line. 17 This paragraph aims to extend the provisions of Article 1 of the 1957 Convention on the Nationality of the Married Women (New York, February 20, 1957) to both of spouses to make equality the rule between men and women, the Explanatory Report (ETS 166) on Article 4(d) available at «http://conventions.coe. int», 14.5.2004 . Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention "Each contracting State agrees that neither the celebration nor the dissolution of a marriage between one of its nationals and an alien, nor the change of nationality by the husband during marriage, shall automatically affect the nationality of the wife. Turkey is not a party to the Convention (status as of February 5, 2002 In the original form of TVK Article 5, automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marrying a Turkish man was considered an easy legal tool, albeit compulsory, to avoid statelessness in respect to the alien women. There were two groups of alien women who were eligible for automatic acquisition without being subject to any further requirement. These were the already mentioned stateless women, and those alien women who lost their previous nationality upon marrying a Turkish man. The amendment extinguished this easy and compulsory acquisition of Turkish nationality for the already stateless women. Today, the already stateless wives must also satisfy the statutory requirements wherein the alien wives who lost their previous nationality through marriage are still eligible for the automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality. Similarly, since the acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage is extended to the alien husband, the amended Article 5 also covers them. Accordingly, the already stateless husband of a Turkish woman is not eligible for automatic acquisition whereas the alien man who has lost his previous nationality upon marriage to a Turkish woman is eligible.
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The exception as to the category of already stateless spouse exists both in the general reasoning of the amendment, in the Government's proposal and in the Report of the Commission established by the Ministry of Interior.
19 It seems that the exception as to the category of already stateless spouse was deleted before the enactment of the amendment.
In this context it should be noted that avoiding (de iure) statelessness and right to a nationality 20 have been stated as vital and contemporary principles of 18 The equality of man and woman in respect of acquisition of nationality by way of marriage is also provided in Article 7 of the Nationality Act of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (hereafter cited as KKTCVK) even before the amendment made in TVK Article 5. Pursuant to Article 7(2) of the said Act the alien husband with or without a nationality is eligible to the nationality of Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. Nevertheless, the alien husband with a nationality is considered eligible if he has been married minimum a year and has been living together with his wife. In the latter case, he is also exempted from the requirement of residence. Conversely, the already stateless spouse (husband or wife) and the alien spouse (husband or wife) who has lost his previous nationality upon marrying a KKTC wife arc subject to automatic acquisition (Art 7(3)). the law of nationality in the Convention on Nationality.
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Today, avoiding statelessness has become part of the customary international law 22 and necessarily invites the right to have a nationality. Hence, the right to a nationality has been interpreted by the foreign doctrine as a positive formulation of the duty to avoid statelessness. 23 However, Article 4(d) of the Convention constitutes a barrier to the automatic avoidance of statelessness by way of marriage. In this respect, omitting stateless spouses in TVK Article 5(2) does not conflict with, but is consistent with, the Convention. 24 Conversely, the exception in Article 5(2), which is explained below, may be in that respect inconsistent with the prohibition of the automatic acquisition in Article 4(d) of the Convention. Thus, there seems no good reason for a wider construction reinserting the stateless persons into the scope of Article 5(2).
Exception: "The Alien Spouse Who Lost Their Previous Nationality Upon Marriage"
In TVK Article 5(2), the alien wife or husband who has lost their previous foreign nationality upon marriage to a Turkish national has been treated as a separate category. Thus, an exception is provided to the "no automatic acquisition" principle. If the national law of the alien spouse causes that spouse to lose his or her nationality upon the marriage to an alien (Turkish national), TVK Article 5 then automatically imposes Turkish nationality on the alien spouse. In such cases the alien spouse need not express his or her intent nor satisfy the statutory requirements provided in TVK Article 5(1).
Even if the alien spouse does not wish to acquire Turkish nationality, the Turkish nationality is ex lege forced upon that spouse. The maxim aiming to reduce statelessness that "Everyone should have a nationality" 2^ is one of the general principles of nationality law considered in Turkish Nationality Law as a justification of this outcome. It is based on the legal reasoning that in international law nationality is considered to be a human right, whereas remaining stateless is not. From this viewpoint, the attempts of sovereign states 21 Art 4(a) and (b). 22 Article 4(b) of the Explanatory Report of the European Convention on Nationality in note 14.
13 For this view see. Kay HA1LBRONNER, "Nationality", to reduce statelessness may not be seen as the infringement of International Law. 26 In fact. Article 4(b) of the Convention on Nationality provides that the rules on nationality of each party shall, besides other principles cited in Article 4, be based on the principle that "statelessness shall be avoided". Furthermore, Article 6(4)(g) of the Convention states that each State Party has to facilitate in its internal law the acquisition of its nationality for stateless persons. On the other hand, however, the Convention in Article 4(d) expressly provides that the marriage between a national of a State Party and an alien shall not automatically affect the nationality of the other spouse. Hence, it can be concluded that, at least, within the limits of the Convention, "marriage" is no more considered as an automatic tool for avoidance of de iure statelessness created on any ground.
To be more precise, de iure statelessness should not be avoided by way of marriage through automatic acquisition. Rather, the Convention treats marriage as a basis only to facilitate the acquisition of nationality for an alien spouse. 27 Thus, the exception in TVK Article 5(2) seems inconsistent with Article 4(d) of the Convention.
D. Conservation of the Previous Nationality
The alien spouse with a nationality is also eligible for Turkish nationality. However, Turkish nationality is not ex lege forced upon that spouse. The alien spouse with a nationality wishing to acquire Turkish nationality should make an application. Moreover, the statutory requirements provided in TVK Article 5(1) must be satisfied.
On order to acquire Turkish nationality, the alien wife or husband with a nationality is not required to relinquish their current nationality. Turkish Nationality Law recognizes multiple or dual nationality acquired by way of marriage. This is particularly important in respect of the de facto stateless persons who cannot relinquish their nationality. In this respect, TVK Article 5 conforms with Article 16 of the Convention on Nationality stating, "A State party shall not make (...) the loss of another nationality a condition for the acquisition (...) of its nationality where such (...) loss is not possible or cannot reasonably be required.
II. REQUIREMENTS OF THE ACQUISITION BY WAY OF MARRIAGE
The requirements provided in TVK Article 5(1) are sought for any alien spouse who wishes to acquire Turkish nationality by way of marriage, with the 26 NOMER.2)03.pp. 6-7. The requirements provided by TVK Article 5(1) are cumulative requirements. In this context, 1. the alien spouse must have been married for a minimum 3 years; and, 2. the spouses must be de facto living together; and, 3. the marriage should be continuing.
It seems clear that these requirements aim to grant nationality to aliens who enter into a genuine marriage. Therefore, the aim of TVK Article 5(1) seems to reduce marriages of convenience 28 for the purpose of acquiring Turkish nationality. From this viewpoint a genuine marriage can be described as having the aim of founding a family with a Turkish national. These requirements, however, can be qualified as some of the general indications of a genuine marriage. There may be other indications of a genuine marriage such as the existence of children born within that marriage. In this respect, while the legislature tries to prevent the effect of the marriages of convenience on the acquisition of Turkish nationality it has also prevented some alien spouses in genuine marriages from acquiring Turkish nationality by way of marriage. These are the cases, for example where the alien spouse married a Turkish national, had children with Turkish nationality but the marriage was terminated before the end of three years upon the death of the Turkish spouse 29 or, if the spouses cannot live together because they are obliged to work in separate cities or even countries.
Nevertheless, since no amendment was made in TVK Article 7(b) on exceptional or facilitated naturalization, provided that the marriage is continuing, the alien spouse may invoke this opportunity 30 if the first two requirements cited in Article 5(1) cannot be realized. Thus, TVK Article 7(b) may be invoked, which appears to be more difficult but may surprisingly be a more reasonable and a comparatively easier 31 way in the latter case.
To satisfy the third requirement, it seems that the marriage should be continuing both at the time of the application and on the date of the Ministry of Interior's decision determining the situation. Thus, first of all, an alien cannot rely on a previous i.e. terminated marriage to acquire Turkish nationality. Secondly, it will suffice if the marriage was not de iure terminated at the time when the decision is made. Nevertheless, the amended Article 5 may still not succeed in precluding marriages of convenience to acquire Turkish nationality. For instance, no time limit has naturally been provided in law to remain married after having acquired Turkish nationality so the spouses who have contracted a marriage of convenience may choose to initiate divorce proceedings just after the acquisition of Turkish nationality of the Article 5 spouse. Similarly, assuming that it takes a while, the spouses may apply to court following the application of the Article 5 spouse for acquisition of Turkish nationality. In the latter case, the marriage of convenience succeeds if the divorce is realized after the acquisition of Turkish nationality. So, the amended Article 5 seems inadequate to overcome such difficulties. Besides, any legal attempt to exclude the cases where there exists a pending divorce proceeding from the scope of Article 5 through the future by-law cited in Article 5(5) seems under the threat of being considered contrary both to TVK Article 5 and Article 66(3) of the 1982 Turkish Constitution.
32
Further, social considerations should not be inserted in Article 5 at the expense of infringing the Turkish Nationality Act and the Turkish Constitution. If preclusion of such outcomes is the true aim of the legislature, then the issue must be reconsidered and the requirements of TVK Article 5 must be firmly established in future amendments that will possibly be made in the Turkish Nationality Act.
On the other hand, the phrasing of the second line of Article 5(1) has been considered in the doctrine in a way that it is implicitly putting forward the existence of an additional condition that seems to be "to succeed in the inspection and investigation carried out by the Ministry of Interior."
33 Hence, acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage may be precluded on the considerations within the powers 34 of the Ministry of Interior that are not made known to the public. In this context, although TVK Article 5(5) states that the basis and the procedure of the application of TVK Article 5 shall be determined in the by-law which will be issued by the Ministry of Interior, 3 ' it seems '" Pursuant to Article 66 (3) of the Constitution "Citizenship can be acquired under the conditions stipulated by law. and shall be forfeited only in cases determined by law". unlikely that it will bring any real clarity as to the application of the said hidden condition.
Ultimately, it is apparent that the legal requirements cited in the second line of Article 5(1) together with the powers of inspection and investigation of the Ministry of Interior and the determination decision in the third line of Article 5(1), considerably change the nature of acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage and rather transform it into a sort of "exceptional or facilitated" naturalization. 36 Hence, apart from the exception in Article 5(2), it seems difficult to classify marriage as a way of acquisition by operation of law. Nevertheless, this outcome, other than TVK Article 5(2), is consistent with the general attitude of the Convention on Nationality.
III. AUTHORITY TO BE APPLIED AND THE TIME OF ACQUISITION
As mentioned above, the alien spouse who should make an application if they wish to acquire Turkish nationality is the stateless spouse and the alien spouse with a nationality. These two categories of alien spouses wishing to acquire Turkish nationality must apply in writing to the highest administrative authority in Turkey or to the Turkish Consulates abroad.
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After receipt, the competent authority will transmit the application to the Ministry of Interior to be processed. It is the Ministry of Interior that makes the necessary inspections and investigations in relation to the couple. If the Ministry of Interior is content that the statutory requirements have been met and finds no security risk 39 or any other reason to turn down the application then it will make a decision determining that situation. In such cases, the date of the decision of the Ministry of Interior shall also determine the moment of the acquisition. Turkish nationality will be acquired on the date of that decision. 40 On the other hand, since the alien spouse to a Turkish national, who has lost their previous nationality on the grounds of marriage, is subject to automatic acquisition, that alien spouse will acquire Turkish nationality at the time of celebration of the marriage.
Finally, since no restriction has been provided in Article 5 to the otherwise, the alien spouse of a Turkish national, who did not or could not invoke the former Article 5 can now invoke the amended Article 5. Moreover, pursuant to Article 66(3) of the Turkish Constitution, their right to make use of Article 5 cannot be precluded by any instrument other than a statute. 
IV. EFFECTS OF (DERIVATIVE) ACQUISITION BY WAY OF MARRIAGE
A.In General Turkish law considers "nationality" as the legal 41 and political' 42 bond between an individual and the State. Accordingly, it neither attributes any significance to the ethnic origin nor allows any discriminative approach between the national by birth and the derivative Turkish national. Thus, the alien spouse who acquires Turkish nationality by way of marriage becomes a full Turkish national. The full Turkish nationality is acquired and effective from the date of the celebration of the marriage if the marriage has caused the Article 5 spouse to lose the previous nationality. Conversely, the alien spouse with a nationality or the already stateless spouses acquire Turkish nationality on the date of the determination decision of the Ministry of Interior.
The Article 5 spouse can enjoy all the rights and must perform all the duties as other Turkish nationals. Therefore, TVK Article 5 is in accord with the principle of non-discrimination in Article 5(2) of the Convention on Nationality. Similarly, TVK Article 5, in respect of the status of multinational Turkish nationals is also consistent with the principle of equal treatment in Article 17(1) of the Convention stating, "Nationals of a State Party in possession of another nationality shall have, in the territory of that State Party in which they reside, the same rights and duties as other nationals of that State Party". However, the Article 5 spouse together with the other derivative nationals has a different legal standing than that of the original Turkish nationals in respect of the time of deprivation from the Turkish nationality on the grounds cited in TVK Article 26. Accordingly, the derivative Turkish nationals may be deprived of Turkish nationality at any time, whereas original Turkish nationals can be deprived only in times of war.
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In principle, the Article 5 spouse retains Turkish nationality even if the marriage is terminated. 44 The sole case to the otherwise effect is the proof of bad faith of that spouse in the nullity of marriage 45 41 NOMER. 2003, p. 20; NOMER, (2000), pp. 67-68; AYBAY. 2003. p. 4; DOĞAN, 2003. p. 34. 42 Sec the 1982 Turkish Constitution Art 66(1). 43 Pursuant to TVK Article 35(4) the persons who were deprived of Turkish nationality on the grounds cited in TVK Article 26 are no longer eligible for Turkish nationality through the ways cited in the Turkish Nationality Act. These persons, whether they were original or derivative Turkish nationals, can only recover Turkish nationality through the specific statutes enacted to that effect. 44 NOMER. 2003. p. 69. 45 See TVK Article 5(3) at p.46 et seq.
•«n »W»i Finally, acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage, in principle, causes personal effects. Hence, the existing alien children of the Article 5 spouse, in principle, do not acquire Turkish nationality in conjunction with their relevant parent. However, subject to certain statutory requirements the existing infant children of only the Article 5 woman 46 may acquire Turkish nationality in conjunction with their mother.
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B. Effects on the Existing Children of the Article 5 Spouse: "Conjunctive Acquisition by Parents"
As stated above, acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage, in principle, may only affect the alien spouse. In some cases, however, it may affect the infant children of the Article 5 woman as well. This was also the rule before the amendment. Since the legislature has omitted to revise Article 14 as to the effects of marriage on the nationality of the infant children, the article still only covers the infant children of the Article 5 woman. In this respect, the children of the Article 5 man 48 are currently not eligible to acquire Turkish nationality in conjunction with their father.
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In general, all cases of conjunctive acquisition by a parent in the Turkish Nationality Act, including Article 14, call for the essential requirement of infancy/minority. Minority is ascertained pursuant to the national law of the child by following the reference made in Article 8 of The Act on Private International Law and Law of International Civil Procedure! 10 If the child is stateless, then the law referred to in MÖHUK Article 4(a) should be applied successively.
51 MÖHUK Article 4(a) states that, in cases where the applicable law pursuant to this Act is determined on the basis of nationality and where otherwise are not provided in this Act, for stateless persons the law of the domicile applies. If that does not exist, then the law of the habitual residence applies. If that also does not exist, then the law of the country where the person is at the time of the case applies.
Assuming that the child is an infant pursuant to the applicable law the alternative requirements of TVK Article 14(1) should then be met. Accordingly, the infant children of the Article 5 woman acquire Turkish nationality in conjunction with their mother if, * TVK Art 14. 47 The alien wife. 48 The alien husband. In cases where the father is dead or the custody of the child is vested in the mother, TVK Article 14(2) seeks for an additional requirement with reference to the effects of naturalization. Pursuant to TVK Article 14(2), in cases where the father is dead or the custody is vested in the mother, the requirement in TVK Article 16 should also be met. Hence, in the application of TVK Article 14(l)(a) and (d), the national law of the child must not prevent the acquisition of Turkish nationality (TVK Art 16 (2)). Pursuant to Article 22(2) of the TVK Application By-Law, which explains TVK Article 14, these children can acquire Turkish nationality provided that their national law will permit and will not prohibit the change of their nationality. Since TVK Application By-Law Article 22(2) uses the term "change of nationality", it has been accepting a narrower view that avoids dual nationality. 52 However, Article 25 of the TVK Application By-Law, which explains Article 16(2), has been providing that the national law of the child should not consist of a provision prohibiting his acquisition of Turkish nationality. So, it seems suitable supporting a wider view. In fact, it has been considered by some doctrine to the effect that the national law of the child should legally respect his acquisition of Turkish nationality" that may both invite single and dual nationality in this era and may be more appropriate to the needs of the mother and her infant children living together.
On the other hand, with a view towards avoiding discrimination in respect to gender 11 Article 14 will necessarily require revising as regards the infant children of an alien husband. For the purposes of being consistent with the rule in relation to the infant children of the mother, it may be suggested to adopt alike alternative requirements. Thus, the infant children of the Article 5 husband may be able to acquire Turkish nationality in conjunction with their father if, the mother is dead; or, the mother is stateless; or, the child is stateless; or, the custody is vested in the father.
3: For the doctrine supporting this view see Erdoğan GÖGER, Türk Tâbiiyet Hukuku, AÜHF Yayınları. Ankara. 1972. p. 56; DOĞAN, 2003 , p. 82. 51 NOMER,2003 . M Sec Article 5(1) of the Convention on Nationality.
V. THE EFFECT OF TERMINATION OF THE MARRIAGE ON TURKISH NATIONALITY
A. In General
Termination of the marriage, in principle, does not affect the nationality status of the Article 5 spouse. 55 In this context, it does not cause the Article 5 spouse to automatically lose Turkish nationality. Therefore, the Turkish Nationality Act is, in principle, also in line with Article 4(d) of the Convention on Nationality expressly stating that "(•••) nor the dissolution of a marriage between a national of a State Party and an alien, (...), shall automatically affect the nationality of the other spouse".
Nevertheless, as an effect of the absolute or relative nullity decrees in Turkish law, the Article 5 spouse having bad faith at the time of celebration of the marriage loses Turkish nationality upon that decree 56 .
B. Nullity
57 of the Marriage
Law Governing the Nullity of Marriage
In Turkish Private International Law, nullity of a marriage is considered a matter related to the validity of marriage. 58 To invoke the relevant choice-oflaw rule, however, the alleged ground of nullity is characterized pursuant to Turkish law. Thus, Turkish law decides if the alleged ground of nullity is an issue related to the essential validity or formal validity of marriage.
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In Turkish Private International Law, MÖHUK Article 12(1) governs the essential validity of marriage, i.e. the substantive requirements of a marriage (marital capacity and requirements to marry). In MÖHUK Article 12 (1), the marital capacity and requirements to marry are separately ascertained by the national law of each spouse (dual nationality rule) at the time of celebration of the marriage (time factor) whereas the formal validity of a marriage is, with the exception of Consular marriages, governed by the law of the place where the marriage is celebrated (locus regit actum). It is the law of the sending state governing the formal validity of a Consular marriage. NOMER, 2003, p. 68; DOĞAN, 2003, p. 83. 57 In this study the term "nullity" is employed to cover absolute and relative nullity in the sense of Turkish Civil Law.
58 Yücel SAYMAN, Türk Devletler Hususî Hukukunda Evlenmenin Kuruluşu, İÜ Yayınları, İstanbul, 1982, p. 190. 59 In cases where the Article 5 spouse was an alien with a nationality at the time of celebration of the marriage, that spouse will not be able to acquire Turkish nationality at the time of celebration of the marriage. In such cases, the national law of the alien spouse at the time of the celebration of the marriage governs the capacity to marry and the other substantive requirements for that spouse. If the Article 5 spouse was a multi-national with foreign nationalities at the time of celebration of the marriage, then MÖHUK Article 4(c) should be invoked to find out the applicable law. It is the national law of the alien spouse with which that spouse was having a closer relation at the time of celebration of the marriage.
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Thus, the Turkish judge shall seek to determine the effective nationality of the alien spouse. Hence, it is apparent that the Turkish law is not the common national law of these spouses at the time of celebration of the marriage.
Nevertheless, Turkish law is the common national law of the spouses at the time of celebration of the marriage if the alien spouse with a nationality has lost that nationality upon marrying the Turkish spouse so that an automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality has occurred pursuant to TVK Article 5(2).
In cases where the Article 5 spouse was already stateless at the time of celebration of the marriage, that spouse will not be able to acquire Turkish nationality at the time of celebration of the marriage. In such cases, however, the reference in MÖHUK Article 4(a) should be followed to find the applicable law on the part of the alien spouse and to see if it overlaps the Turkish law. MÖHUK Article 4(a) states that, in cases where the applicable law pursuant to this Act is determined on the basis of nationality and where otherwise are not provided in this Act, for stateless persons the law of the domicile applies. If that does not exist, then law of the habitual residence applies. If that also does not exist, then the law of the country where the person is at the time of the case applies. Accordingly, the Turkish law is not the common personal law of the spouses unless the Article 5 spouse was domiciled or habitually resident 62 in Turkey at the time of celebration of the marriage. Secondly, provided that the Vol. 19-20. No. 1-2. 1999 -2000 1,2 MÖHUK Art 4(a).
alien spouse was not domiciled or habitually resident anywhere at the time of celebration of the marriage, Turkish law will then be the common applicable law for the spouses if the Article 5 spouse was in Turkey at the time of filing of the case. Thus, the applicable law may or may not overlap the Turkish law on the part of the Article 5 spouse who was already stateless at the time of celebration of the marriage.
In cases where the Turkish law is not the common applicable law, the dual nationality rule requires the application of Turkish law to the Turkish spouse and the foreign law to the alien spouse.
In cases where the alien spouse was either already stateless or was an alien with a nationality both of the applicable laws may uphold the marriage, or either or both may consider the marriage invalid on the alleged ground(s) of nullity. Nevertheless, for a marriage to be considered invalid in substance, it suffices if it is considered invalid in terms of one of the laws. In that case, the law invalidating the marriage governs the effects of invalidity on that marriage. 63 However, both of the laws may invalidate the marriage, nevertheless, on different legal degrees. One law may provide for the marriage void ("no marriage") whereas the other considers it voidable on the grounds of absolute or relative nullity. Turkish doctrine conflicts, in this respect, have a tendency to prefer the more stiff result. 64 However, this may give rise to legal problems as regards Turkish Nationality in cases where Turkish law provides for the marriage to be voidable whereas the law governing the essential validity of the marriage on the part of the alien spouse at the time of celebration of the marriage considers it void. In such cases, to rely on the more stiff result affects the Turkish nationality of the alien spouse with good faith, the Article 14 children and in particular the children born to that marriage through a Turkish father. With the aim of avoiding inconsistent results and to remain in line with the Turkish Nationality Act, one possible way, nevertheless peculiar to this case, may be to prefer the less stiff result where Turkish law provides for the marriage to be voidable albeit the foreign law is suffer, i.e. void, "no marriage". Hence, the issue requires further and joint reconsideration of the Turkish Private International Law doctrine in respect to Turkish Nationality Law and Turkish Private International Law.
On the part of the Turkish law, the grounds of nullity as to substance are cited in the Turkish Civil Code. 65 In this context, an existing marriage (TMK Art 145(1)) or lack of discretion of one of the spouses at the time of celebration of the marriage (TMK Art 145(2), and Art 148), insanity (TMK Art 145(3)) or " TEKlNALP,2002 .p. 146. M SAYMAN, 1982 ÇELİKEL, 2000. p. 204; TEKİNALP, 2002, p. 146; NOMER and ŞANLI, 2003, pp. 243-244. llS the prohibited degrees of relationship between the spouses to the extent that it prohibits marriage (TMK Art 145(4)), mistake (TMK Art 149), dishonesty (TMK Art 150), and/or duress (TMK Art 151) can all be cited in general as the grounds of nullity. Conversely, a marriage with a Turkish national with the mere purpose of acquiring Turkish nationality does not constitute a ground of nullity. 66 Similarly, remarriage before the waiting period is over for the woman does not constitute a ground of nullity (TMK Art 154).
In cases where Turkish law characterizes the alleged ground(s) of nullity as a matter of form, then the law of the place where the marriage takes place (lex loci celebrationis), or in case of a consular marriage the law of the sending state governs the issue. In this context, if the Turkish law is the applicable law, provided that the marriage was celebrated before the competent authorities that are in charge of celebrating marriages, any inconsistency with the formal requirements of Turkish law does not constitute a ground of nullity (TMK Art 155).
Finally, it should be added that, in Turkish Law a marriage is annulled by a court decree and upon the existence of the grounds of absolute or relative nullity in the Turkish Civil Code. Thus, the marriage produces the effects of a valid marriage until the decree of nullity is granted (TMK Art 156). 67 In the case of annulment of the marriage, the spouse having good faith at the time of celebration of the marriage retains the personal status acquired by way of marriage (TMK Art 158(1)). 68 In any case, the children born to that marriage are considered as having been born in wedlock even if their parents did not have good faith (TMK Art 157(1)) 69 .
Effects of the Nullity Decree on Turkish Nationality a. Effects on the Article 5 Spouse
Pursuant to Article 5(3), "In case the marriage is annulled by a nullity decree, those who have acquired Turkish nationality by way of marriage retain Turkish nationality if they were acting in good faith in the contract". Thus, the spouse who contracted the marriage in good faith retains Turkish nationality. Since Article 5(3) refers to the "contract" the requirement of good faith seems to be ascertained by reference to the time of celebration of the marriage. Acting in good faith at the time of celebration of the marriage amounts to that, the alien spouse should not have known 7 " or ought not to have known 71 the grounds of nullity. To this effect, for instance, the alien spouse should have no knowledge that the other spouse is already married 72 . On the other hand, since in Turkish law it is not currently considered a ground of nullity, 73 the marriage celebrated with the mere purpose of acquiring Turkish nationality rather than founding a family (i.e. marriages of convenience) does not on its own harm the good faith of the Article 5 spouse. Accordingly, the Article 5 spouse retains Turkish nationality. Conversely, the Article 5 spouse who has entered into a marriage knowing the ground(s) of nullity loses Turkish nationality on the date of the nullity decree 74 .
b. Effect on Children of the Article 5 Spouse
The effects of a nullity decree on the children of the Article 5 spouse may be discussed in respect to two categories of children. The first category is children born within the annulled marriage, whereas the second category consists of children who have acquired Turkish nationality in conjunction with the Article 5 spouse.
Within this sphere, the effect of the nullity decree on the Turkish nationality of the children born within that marriage is clearly settled by the Turkish Nationality Act. These are the children who have acquired Turkish nationality ex lege by descent (ius sanguinis) pursuant to Article 1 of the TVK 75 . In fact, pursuant to Article 5(4), children who were born within an annulled marriage retain Turkish nationality despite the bad faith of their parents. Thus, the bad faith of the Article 5 spouse, i.e. a priori knowledge of the grounds of nullity, 76 that resulted in the loss of Turkish nationality does not affect the nationality status of the children born to that marriage.
The effect of the nullity decree on the Turkish nationality of children who have acquired Turkish nationality in conjunction with the Article 5 spouse that has lost Turkish nationality upon the proof of bad faith is not considered in Article 5. The amendment has also omitted this case. Since TVK Article 14 only covers the effect of marriage on the acquisition of Turkish nationality of the children of the Article 5 woman, the children in the second category seem limited with those who have acquired Turkish nationality in conjunction with the Article 5 woman. The children of the Article 5 woman, whether infant or not at the time of the nullity decree, also retain their Turkish nationality. This is the legal consequence of Article 66(3) of the 1982 Turkish Constitution stating to the effect that Turkish nationality is acquired and is lost only on the grounds cited in the statutes.
77 Therefore, as long as no statutory rule exists providing for their loss of Turkish nationality these children retain Turkish nationality, whether infant or not at the time of annulment of the marriage. Currently, no statute, including the Turkish Nationality Act, contains such a specific provision. Thus, owing to the overriding ruling of the 1982 Turkish Constitution Article 66(3) and the lack of any specific statutory rule to the otherwise, children who have acquired Turkish nationality in conjunction with the Article 5 woman will retain Turkish nationality.
However, this result, which is considered suitable in respect to those children who have attained their age of majority, has been considered unsatisfactory by the doctrine in respect to the infant children at the time of annulment of the marriage. In fact, in the doctrine, these children's loss of Turkish nationality has been considered logical and consistent with the rule on the collective effects of loss of Turkish nationality of the Article 28 woman by way of right of option in Article 37(1 ).
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CONCLUSION TVK Article 5 was amended in June 2003 with the aim of bringing the Turkish Nationality Act into line with the Convention on Nationality. The amendment extended the scope of Article 5 to alien husbands, but also made the acquisition, in principle, subject to certain requirements to prevent marriages of convenience and to preserve the respect for Turkish nationality. Although, in principle, the automatic acquisition of Turkish nationality by way of marriage no longer remains, an exception has been provided in favor of the alien wife or the alien husband who have lost their previous nationality due to the marriage to a Turkish national. The exception, however, seems contrary to the general principles cited in the Convention. 79 Conversely, despite the fact that the status of the stateless spouse in TVK Article 5 may seem somewhat absurd and may attract criticism in relation to the Turkish Nationality Law, it is, albeit Accordingly, it is possible to comment that analogy is not permitted in Turkish Nationality Law as to the grounds of acquisition and loss of Turkish nationality.
Sec also Bilgin TİRYAKİOĞLU, Milletlerarası Özel Hukukta Çocuklara İlişkin Kurallar, Bilim Serisi. Ankara. 1991. p. 92 . 7S Nihal ULUOCAK. Vatandaşlık Hukuku, Karşılaştırmalı-Uygulamalı, Gözden Geçirilmiş Yeni Bası.Filiz Kitabevi. İstanbul. 1989. p. 45; NOMER, 2003, pp. 68-69 . " See Art 4(d) o) the Convention on Nationality.
«'t »4t*l surprisingly, in line with the legal attitude of the Council of Europe Convention on Nationality.
On the other hand, the legislature seems to have omitted to extend the scope of TVK Article 14 to the children of the Article 5 man. Hence, currently the marriage seems to produce a collective effect in respect to the acquisition of Turkish nationality only on the existing infant children of the Article 5 woman, which may be considered inconsistent with Article 5 of the Convention, i.e. the principle of non-discrimination.
Finally, in annulment of a marriage, the infant children who have acquired Turkish nationality in conjunction with the Article 5 spouse 80 constitute another issue of revision that begs to be statutorily settled, nevertheless logically and consistently with the general attitude of the Turkish Nationality Act.
Currently, only in conjunction with the Article 5 woman.
